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Abstract
We first describe the approach to XML data integration in the XPathLog/LoPiX project that uses a
warehouse strategy. We show that the DOM model and the XML Query Data Model are not suitable
for this task since the integrated database is not necessarily a tree, but a set of overlapping (original
and integrated) trees. The problem is solved by using a node-labeled graph-based data model, called
XTreeGraph, for the internal XML database that represents multiple, overlapping XML trees, or tree
views.
In the second part, we return to the standard XML data model—by still keeping the overlapping
tree idea by “simulating” it: The data is internally represented by XML where the “overlayed” re-
sulting tree is represented by XLink elements that refer to the original sources. By using a logical,
transparent data model for XLinks as investigated in [May, in: 11th WWW Conference, 2002], all
queries behave as stated against the XTreeGraph. The use of links for partial materialization also
turns the approach from a warehouse approach into a mixed approach that combines the advantages
of the warehouse approach and of the virtual approach. The approach is again illustrated by using
XPathLog as data integration language.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Declarative, logic-based languages were used for semistructured data integration since
the beginning, e.g., MSL/WSL in the Tsimmis project, [7], STRUDEL [6], or F-Logic in
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272 W. May / Journal of Applied Logic 3 (2005) 271–307the FLORID project [15]. Their main advantages are (i) their conciseness and declarativity
in combination with a compact syntax without any procedural overhead, (ii) their built-
in model-theoretic semantics that provides an unambiguous specification (although, and
since there is no additional procedural syntax), and (iii) as a result of these points, their ap-
plicability for rapid-prototyping. Especially the rule-based nature of these languages that
inherently applies the rules to all qualifying instances that are often not known at program-
ming time makes them preferable for integrating data from the Web that is in a continuous
change. The above-mentioned projects in the mid- and late nineties dealt with integration of
heterogeneous data from databases and HTML pages on the Web via concepts like wrap-
pers and mediators, using their own internal proprietary format. Since 1998, the advent
and pervasiveness of XML made it the dominant internal format and model for such ap-
plications, and also a widespread data format for databases itself. XML has been designed
and accepted as the framework for semi-structured data where it plays the same role as
the relational model for classical databases. Specialized languages are available for XML
querying, e.g., XML-QL [4] and XPath/XQuery [31]1 and for transformations of XML
sources, e.g., XSL(T). Thus, nowadays, data integration is also based on XML notions.
Data integration. Data integration deals with the task to combine the contents of dif-
ferent, in general autonomous, information sources into one. Systems for integrating data
from the Web can be classified based on how data access is controlled:
Warehouse approach: information is first fetched into a local repository to be queried later.
In this case, all potential data sources must be known at this time. Here, wrappers
have a one-way functionality: mapping Web sources to the common data model.
Then, the mediator level combines the information into an integrated database.
The users’ queries are directly answered by the materialized database.
Virtual approach: Web documents are accessed on-demand. Mediators know about the
available data sources and their wrappers. The users’ queries against the mediators
are decomposed into separate subqueries against the individual sources. Wrappers
then transmit these queries from the mediator(s) to the underlying sources and
receive the answers which are then combined by the mediator(s). Here, the inte-
gration task is represented completely by a knowledge base (in whatever form)
that specifies how to decompose queries and how to combine answers inside the
mediators, but there is no “integrated database”.
Characteristics of the virtual approach. An advantage of the virtual approach is that it
guarantees that always the current state of the original sources is queried. But, this re-
quires access to the sources (which cannot always be guaranteed in an environment of
autonomous sources all over the Web) and in general requires more communication and
frequent queries against the sources. Additionally, some operations (data cleaning, aggre-
gation, semantic matching) cannot be performed in the virtual approach, where in general
1 All W3C XML notions, e.g., XML, DOM, XPath, XQuery, XML Query Data Model, XML Schema, and
RDF can be found at this site.
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tual approach, the integrated, virtual database is defined by a mapping between the source
schemas and the integrated schema. Queries are translated according to these mappings
into queries against the sources. These mappings are in general generic, treating all in-
stances of a schema construct in the same way. “Rules” for exceptional treatment by a
“refined mapping” are in general hard to express and the transformation of queries be-
comes problematic.
Concerning the mapping between the source schemata and the integrated schema, two
approaches can be distinguished [13]: Global as view (GAV), where the integrated database
is defined as a view of the sources, and local as view (LAV) where each source is defined
as a view over the integrated schema. Since the translation of queries against the global
schema into queries against the sources is much easier in GAV approaches (by expanding
the view definitions), most approaches follow the GAV idea. In [2], further analysis about
the complexity of GAV mappings with and without integrity constraints is given.
Characteristics of the warehouse approach. In contrast, the warehouse approach requires
communication and computations only once for generating the integrated database, but
then guarantees availability and short answering times; and it allows more complex rea-
soning (also including the already materialized part of the integrated database) during the
integration task. Its main disadvantage is that it does not necessarily always represent the
current state of the original sources. In case that sources frequently change, either the
whole integration must be redone very often, or a mechanism must be found to trace up-
dates of the sources and to “apply” them to the integrated database. Approaches following
the warehouse principle usually implement the GAV idea (in a process that computes and
materializes the integrated database “view”).
The approach described in the present paper. Our past research assumed that original
sources do not change often, and that a comprehensive integration process is required that
is able to handle exceptional and detailed cases, and that allows to be refined. Following
a pure warehouse approach for integrating data, a powerful integration language for spec-
ifying the integration process in a declarative, logic-based way has been developed. Early
investigations have been done in the FLORID project, using F-Logic as its programming
language and data model, e.g., in the MONDIAL case study [15,27]. The experiences have
been carried over to XML with the XPathLog language [21] in the LOPiX system [19].
The investigations [26] showed that the proposed (query) data models for XML do not
support crucial features for updates and data integration operations. For that reason, we
proposed a graph-based data model, called XTreeGraph that represents several overlap-
ping XML trees. During the data integration task, the original trees are developed into an
XTreeGraph by certain updates and integration operations. Finally, the integrated database
is again exported as an XML tree by a projection.
We will give an overview of XML, XPath, and XPathLog in Section 2; the first part of
the present paper then consists of a thorough presentation of the above-mentioned results
in Sections 3 and 4.
Whereas in the LoPiX system, the XTreeGraph is implemented as a proprietary data
model, our recent research focuses on providing a data integration framework that (i) al-
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on standard XML notions.
In Section 5 we show how the XTreeGraph model can be “simulated” by using the stan-
dard XML model in combination with XLink technology. The integration process using
this model is then described in Section 6. The integration strategy turns from a completely
warehouse-based strategy into a semi-materializing strategy where only new fragments of
the structure are actually materialized (“partial materialization”), and the unchanged, ref-
erenced parts are represented by references to the original sources. Roughly spoken, the
integrated structure is materialized, whereas all data items remain in the original sources.
Queries are then evaluated in a distributed way against both the materialized part and the
original sources. Thus, in case that the original data items are updated, subsequent queries
will return the updated values. In this way, the approach combines the advantages of the
materialized approach with those of the virtual approach. Although we present it wrt. the
XPathLog language, this strategy is similarly applicable in “mainstream” languages, e.g.,
XQuery-based environments.
In Section 7, we sketch some perspectives how to the approach is intended to be ap-
plied in the Semantic Web environment. Section 8 gives an overview of related work and
describes the general conclusions.
2. XML, XPath, and XPathLog
2.1. XML and XPath
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions of XML as a tree-
structured, node-labeled data model, and with XPath [34] as the common formalism for
addressing node sets in XML documents. It is based on navigation through the XML
tree by location paths of the form //step/step/.../step. Every location step is of the form
axis::nodetest[filter ]*, denoting that navigation goes along the given axis (we use the usual
XPath abbreviations for denoting the axis part). Along the chosen axis, all elements which
satisfy the nodetest (the nodetest specifies the nodetype or an elementtype which nodes
should be considered) are selected. From these, the ones qualify which satisfy the given
filter(s) (applied iteratively). Starting with this (local) result set, the next location step is
applied (for details, see [34]).
Example 1 (XML, XPath, result sets). Consider the following excerpt of the MONDIAL
database [22] which has been generated in the case-study [18] for illustrations throughout
this paper.
<!ELEMENT mondial (country+, organization+, . . . )>
<!ELEMENT country (name, population, city+, . . . )>
<!ATTLIST country car_code ID #REQUIRED
capital IDREFS #REQUIRED
memberships IDREFS #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)>
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<!ATTLIST city country IDREF #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT population (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST population year CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT organization (name, abbrev, members+)>
<!ATTLIST organization id ID #REQUIRED headq IDREF #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT abbrev (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT members EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST members type CDATA #REQUIRED
country IDREFS #REQUIRED>
<country car_code=“B” capital=“cty-Brussels” memberships=“org-eu org-nato . . . ”>
<name> Belgium</name>
<population>10170241</population>
<city id=“cty-Brussels” country=“B”>
<name> Brussels</name>
<population year=“95”>951580</population>
</city>
...
</country>
<country car_code=“D” capital=“cty-Berlin” memberships=“org-eu org-nato . . . ”>
...
</country>
<organization id=“org-eu” headq=“cty-Brussels”>
<name> European Union</name> <abbrev> EU</abbrev>
<members type=“member” country=“GR F E A D I B L . . . ”/>
<members type=“membership applicant” country=“AL CZ . . . ”/>
</organization>
<organization id=“org-nato” headq=“cty-Brussels” . . . >
...
</organization>
The XPath expression
//country[@car_code=’D’]/city[population/text()>100000]/name/text()
returns all names of cities such that the city belongs (i.e., is a subelement) to the country
whose car code attribute has the value “D” and the city’s population is higher than 100000.
XPath is only an addressing mechanism, not a full query language like, e.g., the SQL
query construct. It provides the base for most XML query languages, which extend it with
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in XQuery). In the case of XPathLog, the extension feature are Datalog style variable
bindings, joins, and rules.
2.2. XPathLog as an XML query language
XPathLog has been presented in [21] as a Datalog-style extension of XPath [34] for
querying, updating, and restructuring XML data. Here, XPath expressions are assigned a
constructive semantics for specifying database updates. The XPathLog language applies to
the standard XML/DOM data model, but has been designed for a more flexible data model
as described below.
XPathLog extends the XPath syntax with the Datalog-style variable concept (and with
implicit dereferencing): an XPathLog expression returns a tuple of variable bindings. The
variables are bound to the names/nodes/literals which result from the respective match.
A detailed and formal description of XPathLog as a query and data manipulation language
can be found in [25]. Here, we shortly present its syntax and illustrate its semantics.
Definition 1 (XPathLog: syntax). XPathLog reference expressions extend the XPath syntax
as follows:
– In XPathLog LocationSteps, axis::nodetest[filter ]* may be extended to bind the se-
lected nodes to variables:
[4] Step ::= AxisSpecifier "::" NodeTest Predicate*
| AxisSpecifier "::" NodeTest Predicate*
"->" Var Predicate*
| AxisSpecifier "::" Var Predicate*
| AxisSpecifier "::" Var Predicate*
"->" Var Predicate*
where NodeTest is either a name or one of the type tests text() or node() from XPath.
– An PathLog reference expression is either an XPath AbsoluteLocationPath, or it begins
with a variable (to be bound to an element node):
[0] ReferenceExpression ::= AbsoluteLocationPath
| ConstantLocationPath
[2b] ConstantLocationPath
::= constant "/" RelativeLocationPath
| variable "/" RelativeLocationPath
– Note that by rules [4], [5], and [6] of [34], expressions of the form a/@b/c are allowed.
In our semantics, this syntax denotes navigation by dereferencing IDREF attributes.
The following example illustrates the semantics of XPathLog reference expressions as
queries:
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against the MONDIAL database (an excerpt is given in Example 1).
Pure XPath expressions: Pure XPath expressions (i.e., without variables) are interpreted
as existential queries which return true if the result set is non-empty:
?- //country[name/text() = “Belgium”]//city/name/text().
true
since the country element which has a name subelement with the text contents
“Belgium” contains at least one city descendant with a name subelement with
non-empty text contents.
Output result set: The query “?- xpath → N” for any xpath binds N to all nodes belonging
to the result set of xpath:
?- //country[name/text() = “Belgium”]//city/name/text() → N.
N/“Brussels”
N/“Antwerp”
...
Additional variables: XPathLog allows to bind all nodes which are traversed by an expres-
sion (both by the access path to the result set, and in the filters): The following
expression returns all tuples (N1, C, N2) such that the city which is represented by
the element Cid (using mnemonic ids) has the name N2 and belongs to the country
with name N1 and car code C:
?- //country[name/text() → N1 and @car_code → C]
//city → Cid/name/text() → N2.
N2/“Brussels” Cid/brussels C/“B” N1/“Belgium”
N2/“Antwerp” Cid/antwerp C/“B” N1/“Belgium”
...
N2/“Berlin” Cid/berlin C/“D” N1/“Germany”
...
Local variables: The following XPath expression returns all names of cities such that the
city belongs to a country whose name is known, and the city’s population is higher
than 100000:
?- //country[name/text() → N1]
//city[population/text() → _P]/name/text() → N2,
_P > 100000.
The semantics of this query is a set of variable bindings for N1 and N2.
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located and all names and types of members:
?- //organization[name/text() → N and abbrev/text() → A and
@headq /@name → SN]
/members[@type → MT]/ @country /@name → MN.
One element of the result set is, e.g.,
N/“. . . ” A/“EU” SN/“Brussels” MT/“member” MN/“Belgium”
Navigation variables: Are there elements that have a name subelement with the PCDATA
contents “Monaco”, and of which type are they?
?- // Type → X[name/text() → “Monaco”].
Type/country X/country-monaco
Type/city X/city-monaco
Schema querying: The use of variables at name positions further allows for schema
queries, e.g., to give all names of subelements of elements of type city:
?- //city/ SubElName .
SubElName/name
SubElName/population
...
The schema querying functionality can also be used for validation wrt. a DTD or a
given XML Schema (which can be present as an XML tree in the same XPathLog
database).
Further examples can be found and executed with the LOPiX system [20].
3. Manipulating XML data
The aim of XPathLog is to be used as a data manipulation and data integration lan-
guage. As usual, the syntax and semantics of a data manipulation language is based on
the corresponding query language. For logic programming style languages, this means to
define a semantics of rule heads as a language for updates and generation of facts (which
in the XML case also means, generation of structure) and for definition of derived rela-
tions as views. Here, we have identified several problems with the XML data model. These
problems are especially crucial when considering updates and materialized views (i.e., in
the “warehouse” approach for data integration), but that also cause problems when queries
against the original data and the integrated views are mixed.
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The XML data model constrains the implementation of updates and data integration
(here we refer explicitly to the XML Query Data Model [33]): XML data exists only in
form of (document) trees. Most of these constraints stated in [33, Section 7] are too re-
strictive when dealing with data manipulation, and even more, when investigating data
integration [26]:
– Node identity: two nodes are identical if they are the same node. This leads to problems
when trying to handle nodes originating from several document trees that are known
to have the “same semantics” (below, element fusion).
– Unique parent (integration): this problem is closely related. Under this assumption,
nodes originating from different documents may not be identified or fused.
– Unique parent (inserting/copying): when restructuring XML data, the elements cannot
be “reused” directly (which would result in two parents) but have to be copied. Then,
the maintenance of reference attributes gets difficult.
– Unique name: every element is of a unique element type. Under this assumption, an
element cannot be accessed under another name. Such functionality is, e.g., useful if
the target terminology differs from the source terminology (see synonyms in Section 4).
The above constraints are problematic for data integration, where corresponding elements
in different sources have to be identified and merged, and a result tree consisting of infor-
mation from the sources has to be generated. In the XML Query Data Model, this is only
possible by creating the result tree from scratch without reusing elements from the sources.
Since (deep-)copying of whole subtrees is expensive both with respect to computation time
and storage, this is not always a favorable solution. Additionally, the maintenance of ref-
erences is problematic. Note that this problem is not specific for our approach, but also
applies to any other attempt to add update functionality to XML languages.
3.2. XTreeGraph: the alternative data model
We propose to distinguish between the internal data model which is more powerful than
the pure XML tree data models, and an export data model—which is the XML data model.
The internal database is not intended to represent “the XML document”, but a database
representing a forest of overlapping XML trees: it is an edge-labeled graph (similar to the
XML-QL data model proposed in [4]), called XTreeGraph [26], that is especially tailored
to the requirements of data integration (e.g., re-linking elements into multiple overlapping
trees, element fusion, and synonyms as described in Section 4). From this database, XML
documents may be defined as views—some of the views are the original XML trees; sub-
trees can belong to several tree views. The main characteristics of the model follows and
extends the DOM idea for representing XML instances:
– the universe contains the element nodes of the XML instance, literals used in attribute
values and text contents, and element and attribute names, making them full citizens
of the model;
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similar to the DOM and XML Query Data Model;
– multivalued attributes (NMTOKENS and IDREFS) are silently split;
– reference attributes (IDREF and IDREFS) are silently resolved.
Although it basically “looks like” DOM, the data model significantly differs from the DOM
and XML Query Data Model: the data model does not impose any additional requirements
on the child and parent relationships—thus,
– elements may have more than one parent, i.e., belong to several trees (or, tree views),
– the structure may even be cyclic (the external tree views to be defined have to care for
finiteness),
– there is no global order of elements, but the children relationship is ordered for each
individual element.
The internal model is not a forest, but a graph that covers the “pure” XML tree data model.
In this graph, each node n of the database is a potential root element for a tree view that
recursively consists of subelements and attributes (specified by a suitable projection to a
result signature). The use of namespaces especially allows to identify the original trees
even when the internal database has been changed into a densely connected graph. The
XTreeGraph is formally described by an X-structure (the full theory can be found in [25]):
Definition 2 (X-structure). The universe consists of a set N of names (i.e., element and
attribute names), a set V of nodes, and a set L of literals. An X-structure X then consists of
– an interpretation of predicates over N , V , and L, and
– a mapping that associates with every x ∈ V two lists of pairs, representing the child
and attribute axes:
• AX (child, x) ∈ ((V ∪L) ×N )N and
• AX (attribute, x) ∈ ((V∪L)×N )N as an arbitrary enumeration; recall that reference
attributes are resolved silently into references to nodes and multivalued attributes
are split.
There is a canonical mapping from XML instances to X-structures. The X-structure con-
tains only the basic facts about the XML tree. For the other axes, AX (axis, x) is derived
from AX (child, x) according to the XML specification.
Note that the attribute and element names in N are full citizens of the universe (which
e.g. may occur in predicates and can be bound to variables).
Relationship with standard XML notions. As stated above, the XTreeGraph is an exten-
sion of the DOM and the XML Query Data Model, thus, all central notions such as the
DOM API, XPath, XPointer, XML-QL, XQuery, XML Schema etc. also apply to it.
DOM The elements are still “elements” in the sense of the XML data model and the
DOM—i.e., they have children and attributes. Thus, an implementation of this
data model can also provide the DOM API functionality.
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ancestor, and sibling axis, the steps may result in steps in different trees—here,
the range can be restricted by the nodetest (e.g., to a given namespace), or the
expressions can be evaluated with respect to result tree views.
In Sections 3.3 and 4, we show how the XTreeGraph supports updates and specialized
operations for data integration. In Section 5, we will further show how the XTreeGraph
model can be “simulated” by standard XML together with XLink and a suitable definition
of a data model for linked XML instances.
3.3. XPathLog rules and their left-hand side
Definition 3 (XPathLog: rules). Atoms are the basic components of XPathLog rules:
– an XPathLog atom is either a LocationPath or a ConstantLocationPath, or a predicate
expression over these.
– an XPathLog atom is definite if it uses only the child and sibling axes and does not
contain negation, disjunction, function applications, and proximity position predicates
(i.e., does not use the position() and last() functions). These atoms are allowed in rule
heads; the excluded features would cause ambiguities what update is intended.
– an XPathLog literal is an atom or a negated atom,
– an XPathLog query is a list ?- L1, . . . , Ln of literals (in general, containing free vari-
ables),
– an XPathLog rule is a formula of the form
A1, . . . ,Ak ← L1, . . . ,Ln,
where Li are literals and Ai are definite atoms. Note that we allow for lists of atoms
in the rule head that are interpreted as conjunctions.
When evaluating an XPathLog rule head←body , the rule body returns a list of variable
bindings. These are then used in the rule head for manipulating the database. (For details
about the formal semantics, see [25].)
The use of XPath expressions for specifying updates contrasts with approaches like
XSLT, XML-QL, or XQuery where the structure to be generated is always specified by
XML patterns (this implies that these languages do not allow for updating existing nodes—
e.g., adding children or attributes—, but only for generating complete nodes). Existing
nodes are communicated via variables to the head, where they are modified when appearing
at host position of atoms.
The head of an XPathLog rule is a set of definite XPathLog atoms. When used in the
head, the “/” operator and the “[. . . ]” construct specify which properties should be added or
updated (thus, “[. . . ]” does not act as a filter, but as a constructor). The atoms are resolved
into single steps of the form host[property → value] which describe the elementary updates
of the database. When using the child or attribute axis for updates, the host of the expression
gives the element to be updated or extended; when a sibling axis is used, effectively the
parent of the host is extended with a new subelement.
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@a of the node n should be set or extended with v. If v is not a literal value but a node, a
reference to v is stored.
Example 3 (Attributes). We add the data code to Belgium, and make it a member of the
EFTA:
C[@datacode → “be”], C[@memberships → O] :-
//country → C[@car_code=“B”], //organization → O[abbrev/text() → “EFTA”].
results in
<country datacode=“be” car_code=“B” capital=“cty-Brussels”
memberships=“ org-efta org-eu org-nato . . . ”> . . . </country>
Elements. Elements can either be created as free elements by atoms of the form /name[...]
(meaning “some element of type name”—in the rule head, this is interpreted to create an
element which is not a subelement of any other element), or as subelements.
Already existing elements can be assigned as subelements to existing elements by us-
ing filter syntax in the rule head: A ground instantiated atom n[child::s → m] makes m a
subelement of type s of n. In this case, m is linked as n/s at the end of n’s children list.
Example 4 (Creating and linking elements). We create a new (free) country element with
some properties (cf. Figs. 1 (before) and 2 (after)):
/country[@car_code → “BAV” and @capital → X and city → X and city → Y] :-
//city → X[name/text()=“Munich”], //city → Y[name/text()=“Nurnberg”].
Fig. 1. Linking—before.
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Note that the two city elements are linked as subelements. This operation has no equiva-
lent in the “classical” XML tree model: these elements are now children of two country
elements. Thus, changing the elements effects both trees. Linking is a crucial feature for
efficient restructuring and integration of data.
Generation of elements by path expressions. Additionally, subelements can be created by
path expressions in the rule head which create nested elements that satisfy the given path
expression.
Example 5. Bavaria gets a (PCDATA) subelement name:
C/name[text() → “Bavaria”] :- //country → C[@car_code=“BAV”].
Here, the left-hand side is atomized into
C[name → _N], _N[text() → “Bavaria”]
where _N is an auxiliary, intermediate variable for the newly created anonymous element.
The body produces the variable binding C/bavaria. When the head is evaluated, first,
the fact bavaria[child::name → x′ ] is inserted, adding an (empty) name subelement x′
to bavaria and binding the local variable _N to x′. Then, the second atom is evaluated,
generating the text contents to x′.
4. Data integration
For data integration in general, not only “simple” updates are desired, but also special-
ized operations on tree fragments. An XTreeGraph representing the integrated database
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operations:
– Linking and collecting: elements and tree fragments are linked together.
– Element fusion: identifying elements from different sources that represent the same
object in the application domain.
– Synonyms: identifying and renaming properties.
– Projection: define tree views of the integrated database.
These operations are also not compatible with the restrictions made by the DOM/XML
Query Data Model. Below, we show how they are implemented based on XGraphTrees
and X-Structures.
Consider the following example taken from the MONDIAL case study [18] for illustra-
tion:
Example 1. We consider XML representations of two simple geographic XML data
sources that are integrated:
The CIA World Factbook: The CIA World Factbook Country Listing (cia:, http://www.
odci.gov/cia/publications/pubs.html) provides political, economic, social and
some geographical information about the countries. A separate part of the CIA
World Factbook provides information about political and economical organiza-
tions (orgs:). Here, the data sources overlap by the membership relation: with
every organization, the member countries are stored in orgs by name (using the
same names as in the cia part).
Global Statistics: cities and provinces: The Global Statistics data (gs:, currently at http://
www.geohive.com) provides information (grouped by countries) about adminis-
trative divisions (area and population, sometimes capital) and main cities (popula-
tion with year, and province). Whereas the country names are the same as in CIA,
the names of cities, that are e.g. capitals of countries or where the headquarter of
a political organization is located, may differ.
The two data sources are shown below and in Fig. 3(a).
<!ELEMENT cia (country+)>
<!ELEMENT country (border*)>
<!ATTLIST country name CDATA #REQUIRED car_code ID #REQUIRED
area CDATA #IMPLIED population CDATA #IMPLIED
capital CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT border (#PCDATA)> <!ATTLIST border country IDREF #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT gs (country+)>
<!ELEMENT country (city+)>
<!ATTLIST country name CDATA #REQUIRED car_code ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT city EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST city name CDATA #REQUIRED pop CDATA #REQUIRED>
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Fig. 3. (a) Element fusion—before. (b) Element fusion—after.
Excerpts of the instances:
<cia>
<country car_code=’D’ name=’Germany’
capital=’Berlin’ area=’356910’
population=’83536115’>
<border country=’F’>451</border>
<border country=’A’>784</border>
:
</country>
:
<country car_code=’F’ name=’France’ . . . >
:
</country>
</cia>
<gs>
<country car_code=’D’ name=’Germany’>
<city name=“Berlin” pop=“3472009”/>
<city name=“Hamburg” pop=“1705872”/>
:
</country>
<country name=’France’>
:
</country>
:
</gs>
4.1. Integration operations
Below, we show how this model supports data integration by
– adding arbitrary subelement links for defining overlapping trees,
– equating elements that represent the same real-world entity in different sources (“fus-
ing” objects); these can be made a single element in the internal database (and a subtree
of both original trees), and
– equating names and synonyms.
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tasks in integration, e.g., consistency checking between corresponding objects, are then
expressed in the rule bodies and additional rules of the program that uses these operations.
Accessing sources. When adding an XML document to the database, it is mapped to its
canonical X-structure as a separate tree, accessible by a constant. Optionally, the tree is
equipped with a namespace. This allows to distinguish different source trees (even when
elements of different trees are fused (see below) during integration) and also possibly gen-
erating several result trees as views on the internal database. Namespaces may also be
associated with groups of documents which semantically belong together and use the same
DTD. The actual decision depends on the situation, e.g., if the task consists of combining
consistent sources describing different but overlapping application domains (e.g., a flight
database and hotel bookings), or combining sources containing possible inconsistencies on
the same application domain (e.g., integrating catalogs from different suppliers).
Fusing elements and subtrees. Fusing elements which represent the same real-world en-
tity from different data sources into a unified element is an important task in information
integration. The result
1. is still an element of both source trees, and
2. collects the attributes and subelements of both original elements.
Here, (1) conflicts with the unique-parent relationship. For (2), it is preferable that the data
is not to be copied, but the result uses the original data.
Example 6 (Integration: element fusion). Consider the two data sources as described
above. An obvious and typical integration step is to unify the countries in the cia tree
with the countries in the gs tree. In XPathLog, this is done by the rule
C1 = C2 :- cia/cia:country → C1[@cia:car_code → CC],
gs/gs:country → C2[@gs:car_code → CC].
The example is continued below, Fig. 3 depicts the final result.
When fusing elements by e1 = e2, all occurrences of e2 in the X-structure are replaced by
(without loss of generality) e1. Then,
1. the result is a subelement of all elements where one of the original elements was a
subelement: every pair (sn, e2) ∈AX (child, e′) is replaced by an entry (sn, e1) at the
same position,
2. analogously for reference attributes (an, e2) ∈AX (attribute, e′),
3. e1 collects the attributes of both original elements, i.e., AX (attribute, e2) is appended
to AX (attribute, e1) (handling multi-valued attributes suitably),
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are appended/inserted to AX (child, e1) (where the ordering strategy of subelements
must be specified, e.g., by a result DTD).
Synonyms. Names are also subject of operations, e.g., the integrated database uses a uni-
fied terminology which is in general different from the source terminologies. Often, it is
not recommended to generate new relationships between nodes, but to introduce the target
terminology as synonyms for already existing relationships, only defining a relationship
between names (of subelements and attributes).
In contrast to the pure DOM model, the names are also elements of the universe which
can be bound to variables, used in predicates, and especially equated with other names.
Then, the same navigation path in the graph can be used by different names: After equating
n1 = n2, searching for n1-subelements of an element e results in a list containing all e′ s.t.
(ni, e
′) ∈AX (child, e) for i = 1,2.
Example 7 (Integration: synonyms). Especially, synonyms are an efficient means for tak-
ing a whole property from a source tree (and namespace) to the result tree: Consider the
situation obtained in Example 6 where the following synonyms are defined:
cia:name = name. gs:name = name.
cia:car_code = car_code. gs:car_code = car_code.
cia:area = area. gs:city = city.
cia:population = population. gs:pop = population.
cia:length = length. gs:text() = text().
Synonyms can also be used for mediating between ontologies, mapping names to one or
more target ontologies.
Note that synonyms explicitly equate names (that are first-order elements of our under-
lying semantic structure; note that in our approach, cia:name is also treated as an object
that results in a single element of the domain). In case that paths should be equated, a rule
that explicitly inserts an edge into the graph is needed. If paths should be considered to be
equivalent with respect to queries, either (i) suitable direct edges can be added, or (ii) the
rules must be accordingly doubled to cover both cases. (Alternatively, the system could be
extended with a component that is able to store path identities and uses this during query
evaluation—this is not a matter of the underlying data model, but of the evaluation engine
and additional data structures.)
Adding links. The XTreeGraph is then extended by linking subtrees which originally
belong to different sources. These links can either be represented by attributes, or by
subelement relationships (generating a result tree). By “reusing” subtrees, this strategy
needs much less storage (and much less copying operations) than generating a completely
new tree. Additionally, the linked and updated elements can be part of multiple views.
Example 8 (Integration: additional links). The integration is completed by linking the
country subtrees to a result tree and adding the capital reference attributes, here, using
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given in Fig. 3(b).
In XPathLog, this is done by the rules
result[country → C] :- cia[cia:country → C].
C[@capital → City] :-
result/country → C[@cia:capital → Name and city → City[@name=Name]].
Generating a result tree by selecting and linking subtrees. When combining comple-
mentary sources, the result tree in the XTreeGraph is generated by linking subtrees of
the original documents. By “reusing” subtrees, this strategy needs much less storage (and
much less copying operations) than generating a completely new tree: an element e (i.e.,
the subtree rooted in e) can be made a subtree with any tag t of some other element e′ by
inserting the pair (e, t) into AX (child, e′).
The above strategies of element fusion, linking, and synonyms allow for powerful inte-
gration concepts in order to generate a result database from a set of sources. Then, result
trees are defined by projections.
Projection. In course of the integration and restructuring process, a possibly densely con-
nected internal XTreeGraph is generated as described above (where elements may belong
to several trees and the subelement relationship may even be cyclic). Then, projections are
used to define result views of the internal database by giving a root node and a signature
(e.g., derived from a DTD or an XML Schema description).
Data transformation and generation of structure as e.g. in XQuery’s return clause is
done by generating a suitable result structure in the XTreeGraph, and then exporting it as
a result view on the graph.
4.2. The integration process with XPathLog and XTreeGraph
XPathLog and the XTreeGraph data model have been designed as a framework for data
integration. Using the strategies described above, the internal XTreeGraph can be seen as
a “three-level” data model which is manipulated by XPathLog:
1. The “basic” layer: source(s) provide tree structures which may be used.
2. The “internal” layer: the internal graph structure is created by integration operations.
3. The “export” layer: the result trees are then defined as tree views over the internal
database.
The internal XTreeGraph data model is used during the integration process, whereas the
input, querying, and output interfaces are fully compatible with the XML standards:
– the input are standard XML documents on the Web,
– during the restructuring and integration process, the XTreeGraph data model is used,
– by associating distinguished nodes with constants, XPathLog (and XPath) expressions
may be evaluated against implicit trees,
– by defining result tree views, these can be exported as usual XML (tree) instances.
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gration operations, which have been illustrated by very basic rules. The strategies, how to
apply them during the restructuring and integration process, are then controlled by the sur-
rounding integration mapping or integration program. Here, the rules are in general much
more specific. Instance-oriented literals that also take the property values of the objects
into account can be added for handling different situations:
– exceptions: instead of defining one general rule, several rules can be used for imple-
menting case splits, and also for preventing to apply a rule to elements that satisfy
unwanted properties.
– instance-level data conflicts: element fusion is only possible for consistent, comple-
mentary data. Otherwise, a new object has to be created, and individual properties are
taken from each of the sources. In case of conflicts, also special conflict-resolving rules
can be applied.
– data transformations: functionality for manipulating values etc. is dependent on the
functions and operators provided by the actually used language. The LOPiX system
allows e.g. to use arithmetics and several string operations, including matching by
regular expressions.
5. Partial materialization: simulating the XTreeGraph with XLink
5.1. The idea
Usually, the integration process is designed “top-down”, or at least “navigating” through
the original databases: there are types of objects that are integrated first (here, countries),
and then, starting with these, other types (here, e.g., cities) follow. In general, the struc-
ture of the resulting XML instance follows this process. In the following, we modify the
integration process in the warehouse approach described so far into a “lazy, partial materi-
alization” approach that materializes only those parts that have actually been “touched” by
the restructuring and integration process: there are objects, represented by XML subtrees,
that are not changed in the integration process, but taken from one of the original sources
(e.g., the population subelements of countries). On the other hand, these are the “data-
carrying” items—i.e., in case that values in a database are updated, not their structure is
changed, but only the contents of the data fields of such substructures.
These objects are not copied and materialized in the local, integrated database, but ref-
erenced via links to the original sources. Queries against the integrated database are then
forwarded “along” the references to the underlying database at runtime. With this strategy,
– memory (and time) for copying is saved, and
– queries follow the structure of the integrated database, and then access the original
underlying databases—thus, they return the current values of the original sources.
So, the idea is to integrate the structure by reusing as large as possible substructures of
the original sources. In our approach for XML data, this is done by using the XLink tech-
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Characteristics of the notions of laziness and partialness. Usually, “partial material-
ization” means that the database consists of materialized and non-materialized (derived)
relations. “Lazy materialization” usually means to materialize source objects on demand
(in most cases, when they are needed for answering a query). Here, both ideas are mixed:
“laziness” is applied not at answering time, but at integration time: objects are material-
ized locally only when this is required since they have to be restructured. Otherwise, the
original object in the original source is referenced. Thus, this laziness results in partialness.
Queries navigate through the local database as long as the data is materialized there, and
then follow the references to the original databases.
Collections of objects. Here, not the objects are actually collected in the local database,
but the integrated database contains one (multi-target) or several (single- or multi-target)
XLink link elements that point to the appropriate objects in the sources.
Properties of an object. In case that an object is materialized (which is necessary in
all cases where it is different from the corresponding object or objects in the sources),
its properties are not materialized, but each property is represented by a suitable XLink
subelement that points to the value of the property in one of the original sources.
We illustrate this latter case by the task of element fusion: When integrating objects
from different sources that represent the same object in the real world, their properties
are fused as described above: a new object is created in the local database. Its properties
consist of the properties of both original objects (or, XML elements), possibly extended by
other substructures from original sources that are identified during the integration process.
This can be represented completely by XLinks that refer to the corresponding subtrees.
In case that a referenced substructure is later also replaced/changed/extended during the
integration process, a “proxy” of it is created in the integrated model, whose properties are
again defined by links to original properties. In case that some values of the original sources
turn out to be wrong, such properties are completely materialized in the local, integrated
database. Thus, the whole integration process is mapped into a mixture of creating and
copying data into the resulting database, and linking original fragments to the resulting
database.
Queries. Queries are stated in XPath, XQuery, or XPathLog by the users against the
local database. The user must not be forced to deal with the fact that the database is not
completely materialized locally, but contains “cuts” via references into original, remote
sources. An appropriate model for dealing with XPath queries along XLink elements and
attributes has been presented in [24] and is now further investigated in the LinXIS project.
We use this model in our approach.
We shortly review XLink in Section 5.2, then we present the transparent model for
queries along XLink references in Section 5.3. In Section 6, we redefine the integration
operations to use links in a standard XML model and illustrate it by the above example.
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XPointer and XLink specify how to express inter-document links in XML. Here, we
need them for specifying links from the integrated XML tree to the original documents.
XPointer [35] is a specialized extension of XPath for selecting parts of XML documents.
The XPointer concept combines the URL document addressing mechanism with an ex-
tension of the XPath mechanism for addressing fragments of the document. XPointer
“hyperlink” addresses are of the form url#ext-xpath-expr . For this work, we restrict
ourselves to standard XPath expressions as pointers, i.e., our XPointers are of the form
url#xpath-expr . E.g., the following XPointer addresses the country element that has a
car_code attribute with value “B” in the document with the URL http://www.ourserver.de/
Mondial/mondial.xml:
www.ourserver.de/Mondial/mondial.xml#descendant::country[@car_code=“B”]
The XML linking semantics is specified in the XML Linking Language (XLink) [32] by
providing special names in the xlink: namespace that tell an application that an element is
equipped with link semantics. Arbitrary elements can be declared to have link semantics
by equipping them with an xlink:type attribute and suitable additional attributes and subele-
ments from the xlink: namespace. Here, we need only simple links that roughly extend the
semantics known from HTML’s <A href=“...”>. Their xlink:href attribute selects a target of
the individual link instance, allowing for addressing nodes inside the target document by
an XPointer.
Example 9 (XLink). The following is the complete formulation of the well-known HTML
“A” tag as an XML element equipped with XLink semantics:
<a xlink:type=”simple” xlink:href=”dbis.informatik.uni-goettingen.de/linxis”>
LinXIS project homepage</a>
Additionally, XLink allows to specify the behavior of a link when browsing/clicking by
the xlink:show and xlink:actuate attributes.
XLink does not provide any information about the data model or how queries are stated:
there is not yet an official proposal (i) how to add link semantics to the actual data model,
e.g., the DOM or the XML Query Data Model [33], and (ii) how to handle links in queries
and applications.
5.3. Queries through XLink links
For our approach here, we employ XLink functionality for “simulating” the XTree-
Graph. Thus, queries along the structure must be evaluated as if they are stated against the
XTreeGraph. This means, that the links are transparent against queries. We investigated
a logical data model that makes XLinks transparent together with evaluation aspects of
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queries against this model in [24,28]. Here, we sketch the results as far as they are needed
here.
Each link is seen as a view definition—possibly recursively containing further links.
Whereas in SQL, a view or a database link appears as a table or a database schema that
easily fits with the language syntax and semantics, links as tree view definitions embedded
into the data itself need some special handling.
The logical data model regards link elements to be transparent: the linked XML sources
are mapped to a logical model that consists of a single XML tree. This logical model can
then be processed with standard XPath, XQuery, or XSLT: it silently replaces link elements
of the types xlink:simple by the result sets of their XPointers. The view is generated from
the input documents only by restructuring the tree at the XLink elements. Thus, it does not
require any separate query. Fig. 4 illustrates the general intuition of replacing references
by tree views.
The external, logical schema is induced in a well-defined way by the structure of the
entry document, and by the structures of the linked instances. This external schema in turn
induces the possible queries against the entry data source. Evaluation of these queries maps
them back to the underlying documents, evaluating parts of the queries against the linked
sources.
There is no generic intuitive transparent model. In general (and especially in the current
situation for data integration) it is desirable to “interpret” XLink elements in different ways:
as defining attributes or subelements, and by keeping the XLink element, or by dropping
it. In [28], we proposed a language extension to XLink that uses attributes—in the same
way as e.g. xlink:show—to specify for each link element how it should be mapped to a
transparent model.
Specification in the dbxlink namespace. We use the dbxlink:transparent attribute (denot-
ing the database aspect of XLink) for specifying how the respective link elements are
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in [23]). Here, we restrict the presentation to simple links.
The first choice defines whether the XLink element (mainly for using its name) and its
attributes are kept:
– keep-element: the XLink element itself is kept (with its non-XLink attributes and
subelements, but without the XLink attributes), and contents and/or attributes are in-
serted.
– drop-element: the XLink element is dropped, i.e., replaced by the results of evaluating
its attributes and contents.
– keep-attributes: the XLink element itself is dropped, the non-XLink attributes are kept
and added to each referenced element.
The second choice specifies how the result of evaluating the pointer is integrated into the
logical model:
– insert-elements inserts the whole referenced element(s),
– insert-contents inserts the contents and attributes of the referenced element(s) into the
surrounding element,
– insert-nothing does nothing: when the locator is actually only used for arcs, it should
not be considered itself in the transparent model.
– make-attribute: the XLink element itself is dropped, instead (i) if the referenced node
is an attribute node, an attribute with the name of the XLink element and the value
of the referenced node is added, and (ii) otherwise a reference attribute is added to
the surrounding element that yields the referenced elements (which are added to the
logical instance “somewhere”). The non-XLink attributes of the link element are added
to the referenced element(s).
A demonstration that illustrates these alternatives by materializing the logical model can
be found at [16]. Below, a short overview for the case of simple links is given:
Consider an XML fragment as follows
<el e-attrs>
<prop xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“xpointer ”
dbxlink:transparent=“transpspec” p-attrs>
p-cont
</prop>
e-cont
</el>
and assume that pointer points to a single XML element of the form
t =: <t-name t-attrs> t-cont</t-name>
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Semantics of dbxlink:transparent
transpspec logical model
drop-element insert-element <el e-attrs > <t-name t-attrs > t-cont</t-name> e-cont </el>
drop-element insert-contents <el e-attrs t-attrs> t-cont e-cont </el>
drop-element make-attribute if the target is an attribute node:
<el e-attrs t-name=“t-cont”> e-cont </el>
if the target is an element node:
<el e-attrs t-name=“ref-to-t”> e-cont </el>
keep-element insert-element <el e-attrs>
<prop p-attrs> <t-name t-attrs> t-cont</t-name>
p-cont </prop>
e-cont </el>
keep-element insert-contents <el e-attrs>
<prop p-attrs t-attrs> t-cont p-cont </prop>
e-cont </el>
keep-element make-attribute if the target is an attribute node:
<el e-attrs prop=“t-cont”> e-cont </el>
if the target is an element node:
<el e-attrs prop=“ref-to-t”> e-cont </el>
or to an attribute node t-name=“t-cont”. Then, for given values of transpspec, the logical
model looks as given in Table 1. The model extends analogously if the pointer references
several nodes.
As a result, using links with a dbxlink specification allows to map linked XML docu-
ments into virtual trees, and for evaluating standard XPath queries that traverse these links.
This functionality has been implemented for XPathLog in the LOPiX system [20].
Concerning the “modeling power”, it is possible to take any XML instance and cut
it at arbitrary positions into several instances, and to bridge the cuts by XLink elements
with appropriate values of dbxlink:transparent to retain the same logical model. On the
other hand—and just as a remark—for all above XLink semantics, the corresponding XML
structure can also be generated (i.e., materialized) by XPathLog rules and the integration
operators introduced in Section 4.1. So, the combination of the integration operations to-
gether with the transparent XLink semantics does not add modeling power, but allows for
either (i) completely materializing the database, or (ii) for implementing our idea to have
only a partially materialized integrated database that contains XLink references to the orig-
inal sources. In the following sections, further examples will illustrate this functionality.
6. The integration process with partial materialization
In the following, it is illustrated how the materialized XTreeGraph described in Sec-
tion 4 is replaced by a partially materialized instance with XLink references into the
original sources. The process follows a “lazy” approach: Only those elements are incor-
porated into the local database that are actually needed, all others are “added” by XLink
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element from an original source should be modified during the integration process (by
adding contents or attributes, or when it should be accessible with another element name),
a “proxy”—again as sparse as possible—for it is generated in the local database. For this,
the local database consists of two parts:
– the integrated rooted tree fragment that is developed into the result during the integra-
tion process, and
– a “heap” that contains elements and tree fragments that are generated in course of the
integration process and that are not yet integrated into the result tree. This part is only
necessary if the integration process does not follow the result tree structure.
6.1. Integration steps
Linking elements. The integrated result database is in large parts generated by generating
a tree out of existing elements (especially in the easiest general case where disjoint data-
bases are combined). Here, only appropriate links have to be generated. This is done simply
by generating pure link elements that are replaced in the logical model by the elements of
the original sources.
Example 10 (Linking). Consider the example above with a rule that first simply adds all
countries of the GS source to the growing result tree:
mondial[country → C] :- gs[country → C].
In the full XTreeGraph, this would mean to make all gs:country elements subelements of
the new root node mondial. Here, the root node is only appropriately extended by simple
link elements that point to the original GS source (for the illustration here, we assume that
the system “knows” that the car_code attribute serves as a key; for detailed comments see
below):
<mondial>
<country xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“gs-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]
dbxlink:transparent=“keep-element insert-contents”/>
<country xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“gs-url#//country[@car_code=’F’]”
dbxlink:transparent=“keep-element insert-contents”/>
...
</mondial>
Now, already at this point, a query against the integrated database evaluates with respect
to the local and the original instances:
mondial/country[@car_code=“D”]/population
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inal GS source and returns 83536115.
Thus, at that point, the original elements are not yet actually copied. In case that the un-
derlying original database changes over the time, the queries are always evaluated against
the updated values in the original database.
Fusing elements. In case that there are objects that are described in at least two original
sources, the respective elements are fused as described in Section 4.1: the resulting element
combines the properties of both original elements. Here, the most declarative and “lazy”
way is to generate a new element with link subelements that provide the contents (being
replaced by the contents in the logical model).
Example 11 (Fusing elements). Consider now the situation where the country elements are
actually changed by fusing them with the respective elements in the CIA database.
C = C2 :-
mondial/country → C[@car_code → CC], cia/country → C2[@car_code → CC].
Note that for evaluating the first atom, mondial/country → C[@car_code → CC], the
car_code attribute in the original GS data source is actually accessed by resolving the
link. The country element “hulls” are kept, but independent link elements are created in-
side that contain references to the actual contents that is still provided completely by the
original sources:
<mondial>
<country >
<anylink xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“gs-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]”
dbxlink:transparent=“drop-element insert-contents”/>
<anylink xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“cia-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]”
dbxlink:transparent=“drop-element insert-contents”/>
...
</country >
:
</mondial>
The resulting country elements for Germany and France in the logical model are shown
in Fig. 5 (only the gray-shaded items are materialized in the local database). Note that in
contrast to Fig. 3 there are no different namespaces.
Again, for any query against actual data, e.g., the population or area of a country, the
query is forwarded to the original data sources via the references.
Example 12. The query
mondial/country//city[@name = ancestor::country/@capital]
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actually accesses for each country element (stored in the local database)
– the cities given in the GS data source, and
– the capital attributes of the country elements (that are string-valued, not yet references)
that are stored in the CIA database (we deal with the problem of deciding to “jump
back” from the source databases into the integrated model below).
Extending elements. The fused elements created above contain all properties of the cor-
responding original elements. In case that additional data (either newly computed or taken
from another source) should be added, this can simply be done by adding contents or at-
tributes to the local element.
Example 13 (Extending elements). Consider the case where we want to add to the above
element a localname subelement with text contents “Deutschland”:
<mondial>
<country >
<anylink xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“cia-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]”
dbxlink:transparent=“drop-element insert-contents”/>
<anylink xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“gs-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]”
dbxlink:transparent=“drop-element insert-contents”/>
...
<localname> Deutschland</localname>
<country >
<mondial>
The above example shows how materialized properties coexist with non-materialized prop-
erties. Note that with this strategy, it is not yet possible to remove or change properties that
are given in one of the original sources.
Modifying elements. Data integration of overlapping sources in general includes also to
adjust properties of the elements (e.g., when handling inconsistencies). Then, we cannot
simply fuse elements, but new elements must be created and properties from the original
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(possibly replacing some that have already be defined in the original sources, but are not
selected for the integrated database). Here, the selected properties from the sources are rep-
resented by XLink subelements that explicitly refer to individual properties in the original
sources.
Example 14. Consider again the situation from above. The capital attribute cannot be taken
from the CIA source since it gives only the name of the capital city, but does not refer to
the element taken from GS that actually represents the city.
Again, first all countries are taken from the GS database, as shown in Example 10. Then,
in the second step, these are not fused with the CIA countries, but all properties from CIA
except the capital attribute are incorporated:
C[Prop → Value] :- mondial[country → C[@car_code=CC]],
cia[country → C[@car_code=CC and Prop → Value].
C[@Prop → Value] :- mondial[country → C[@car_code=CC]],
cia[country → C[@car_code=CC and @Prop → Value], not Prop = capital.
Note that Prop is here a variable that ranges over element and attribute names (and that is
compared with the property name capital).
As a result, the country element in the partly materialized tree is extended with the
individual properties:
<mondial>
<country
<!-- take all attributes and subelements from GS -->
xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“gs-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]”
dbxlink:transparent=“keep-element insert-contents”/>
<!-- now individual properties from CIA follow -->
<name xlink:type=“simple”
xlink:href=“cia-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]/@name”
dbxlink:transparent=“drop-element make-attribute”>
<border xlink:type=“simple”
xlink:href=“cia-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]/border”
dbxlink:transparent=“drop-element insert-elements”>
...
</country>
...
</mondial>
In the logical model, the <name> subelement yields a name attribute of the form
name=“Germany”, and each border subelement yields a border subelement, e.g., <border
country=“Fcia”>451</border>. Details concerning the handling of ID and IDREF attributes
are discussed below.
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In the final step, the capital attribute is added to refer to the appropriate city element (in the
example, Berlin). In XPathLog, this is done by the following rule:
C[@capital → City] :- mondial/country → C[@car_code=CC],
cia/country[@car_code=CC and @capital → Capname],
C//city → City[@name → Capname].
which extends the elements as follows:
<mondial>
<country xlink:type=“simple” xlink:href=“gs-url#//country[@car_code=’D’]
dbxlink:transparent=“keep-element insert-contents”/>
...
<capital xlink:type=“simple”
xlink:href=“gs-url# //country[@car_code=’D’]/city[@name=’Berlin’]”
dbxlink:transparent=“keep-element make-attribute”/>
...
</country>
...
</mondial>
Note that keep-element make-attribute enforces that the attribute name is capital. The log-
ical model is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the only difference against Fig. 5 is in the capital
attribute of the countries.
So far, we have illustrated the process of partial materialization with some examples.
Further details are discussed below.
6.2. Pointers out of the local database
The XPointer values of the newly created XLink elements have to identify the targets
in the original sources. Depending on the situation during the process, different strategies
are applied to create pointer expressions. In the best case, either schema (ID attributes) or
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is in general not present in ordinary sources, but this approach is especially developed with
the perspective of application in the Semantic Web area, where suitable sources can be
provided.
Pointers to semantic objects. Consider the case that a rule, e.g.,
mondial[country → C] :- gs[country → C].
applies to a set of instances where for each instance, a separate link is constructed. Here,
it is favorable to use key values for expressing the pointers (as done in Example 10). Key
values can be known from schema information (XML Schema, ontologies, etc.); also the
use of the distinguished ID-attribute is possible.
Pointers to properties. In case that a rule applies to a set of properties (or a single prop-
erty), the values of the property are linked that in general do not have keys for their own.
Instead, they are identified via their “host object” and their name (and possibly further
attributes), similar to weak entities in the ER model. In such cases, this identifying infor-
mation has to be used in the pointer.
Example 15. Consider again Example 14 with the rule
C[Prop → Value] :- mondial[country → C[@car_code=CC]],
cia[country → C[@car_code=CC and Prop → Value].
Here, the host object is the country element bound to C, each instance of its proper-
ties is handled separately, e.g., its population attribute and each of its border subele-
ments. The pointer is then the pointer to the host element as described above, ex-
tended by the property name and possibly a filter that contains the local key (e.g., bor-
der[@country/@car_code=“F”], if a separate pointer to each border element is required).
Pointers in this way are robust against structural changes in the sources, as long as
the local structure of the “objects” remains unchanged. If there is no sufficient semanti-
cal knowledge, e.g., the number of the element in the document ordering of the original
document may be used.
6.3. Query evaluation and XML information server cooperation
During query evaluation, parts of the queries (i.e., after “leaving” the materialized part
of the integrated structure) are evaluated against the original remote sources. For this, there
must be a mechanism to check whether a remote, original element has a “new” proxy in
the local database:
Example 16. Consider the situation from Example 14 and the query
?- //country[@capital/@name → N1]/border/@country[@capital/@name → N2].
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that returns all pairs of names of capitals of neighboring countries. During query eval-
uation, a country, e.g., Germany is accessed. Then, evaluation continues with one of its
border subelements—that are residing in the original CIA database. There, an IDREF at-
tribute country is found that, e.g., refers to “F” which is the ID of France (i.e., points to the
element that represents France in the CIA database). Now, France has already a substitute
element in the local database whose capital attribute has to be queried—pointing to the city
element in the GS source that represents Paris.
For further discussion we must first come back to the evaluation strategies (cf. [24]). For
evaluating XPath expressions that navigate through link elements, there are several possi-
bilities, concerning the issues, when and where the views defined by links are evaluated.
Thus, when links are involved in queries, several queries/views have to be evaluated, and
possibly combined (cf. Fig. 7):
Consider the evaluation of an XPath expression xpath-expr against the local data-
base (e.g., mondial//country[1]/border/@country/@name). The query can be decomposed
as xpath-expr1/xpath-expr2 where the result set of xpath-expr1 (in our case mondial//
country[1]/border) contains the link element. The link element contains an XPointer url#
xpath-exprx (in our case, cia-url# //country[@car_code=’D’]/border[@country=’F’]) that de-
fines the view. The view is then the element <border country=“F” length=“451”/>. The
second part xpath-expr2 of the query expression is a “subquery” (in our case, ./@country/
@name) which is evaluated against the view that results from the evaluation of the link.
Thus, for the actual data exchange, several possibilities of evaluating a query and trans-
ferring a result emerge:
– transfer the whole contents of url and evaluate xpath-exprx /xpath-expr2 against it.
– submit the query xpath-exprx to the server at url who computes and transfers the result.
Then, evaluate xpath-expr2 against it.
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defined by the link remains completely virtual also during evaluation.
In general, the actual evaluation strategy depends on the functionality of the sources, and
on the estimated costs (a preliminary cost model has been proposed in [24]).
In the case of data integration, where the queries are stated against the data model of
the local, integrated database, there is another problem: the “lower” part of the query,
xpath-exprx /xpath-expr2, may contain steps that lead back from the original sources (as
non-locally-materialized parts of the integrated database) into the integrated database; e.g.,
the queries that have been discussed in Examples 12 and 16 (in this case, the @country
attribute of the border element points to France – here, the locally materialized integrated
element has to be used). This problem is discussed in the next section.
6.4. Queries through non-materialized fragments
If the evaluation of the XPointer (and possibly that of the remaining part xpath-expr2)
is done at the remote database, it must be guaranteed that local, “overlaying” elements are
considered instead of the original ones. Thus, at such points, the evaluation has to be given
back to the local database. There are two possibilities for implementing this behavior.
Remote evaluation with “cooperative” databases. The first possibility is that the original
source can be informed about those elements of it that are “overlayed”. For Web envi-
ronments where this kind of data integration is an important task (e.g., data sources that
are intended to build up the Semantic Web), data sources with such functionality can be
designed:
– any query to them is extended with a set of element identifiers (in any form).
– if such an element is traversed during query evaluation, the remaining query is given
back to the integrated database as a query starting at the “overlaying” element. This
part of the query is then again evaluated in the integrated environment (possibly again
by using links to the original sources).
Example 17. Consider again the situation from Example 16 with the query
?- //country[@capital/@name → N1]/border/@country[@capital/@name → N2].
Assume that the current //country element is Germany. Then, evaluation continues with,
e.g., the element border-D-F that resides in the original CIA database. For query evalua-
tion, the CIA database is informed about all elements where integrated elements exist in
the materialized part of the integrated database, namely, its country elements. In the next
step, the IDREF attribute country of border-D-F that refers to “F” (which is the ID of France)
is found. Instead of evaluating the remaining part of the query in the CIA database starting
with the france element, the query @capital/name → N2 is given back to the integrated
database to be evaluated against that france element. There, the capital attribute is evalu-
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to GS, and answered with the value “Paris”.
Stepwise remote evaluation. If query evaluation is done in the remote database, but this
database cannot be informed about “overlayed” elements, the only way is to break down the
query in single steps and then check each element of the result set whether the remaining
query has to be evaluated against the remote database or against the integrated one:
Example 18. Consider once more the situation from Example 16 with the query
?- //country[@capital/@name → N1]/border/@country[@capital/@name → N2].
Assume that the current //country element is Germany. Then, the evaluation continues
with e.g. the element border-D-F that resides in the original CIA database. It is returned,
and, since it is not overlayed by the integrated database, evaluation continues in the CIA
database with its IDREF attribute country, returning the country element for France. This
element is overlayed, thus, the next step, @capital is evaluated in the integrated database,
pointing to the paris element in the GS database which is returned. This element is again
not overlayed, thus the query name → N2 is evaluated against the GS database, returning
the value “Paris”.
Local evaluation. In case that the original database does not answer queries at all, its
whole contents must be accessed by the evaluation component. Then, the local evaluation
can “simulate” the strategy from above, by deciding for each step either to evaluate against
the source or against elements of the partially materialized database.
7. Perspectives—metadata and semantic Web: advanced integration issues
In general, metadata is used for data integration, either merely based on schema in-
formation, e.g., in heterogeneous or distributed databases, or also on ontologies that can
be seen as databases on metadata, giving hints how application-semantical concepts are
related.
For representing metadata, XML provides the concepts of DTDs and XML Schema.
Especially, since XML Schema documents are valid XML instances and XML Schema is
tailored to describe the XML Query Data Model, they can be added directly to the XML
database. Then, integration can homogeneously use the data trees and the metadata trees.
With the globally increasing interest in the Semantic Web as an advanced, “intelligent”
form of the “pure data Web”, there is a better support for data integration: Ontologies
that are accessible in XML format can be used in order to guide the integration process.
Integration steps can then use (i) data, (ii) metadata like XML Schema, and (iii) additional
ontology databases.
Semantic description of information. The pure semantic description is not directly used
by the integration rules (which depend only on the semantic knowledge of the program-
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as described in Section 6.2. There, we have described how knowledge about keys, single-
and multivalued properties and local keys of values of multivalued properties are used for
choosing pointers. Pointer expressions on this semantic level have the advantage that they
are robust against most changes of the underlying database, since they still address the
target via its semantics. Choosing the pointers appropriately is a task that is carried out
internally in the system without being controlled by the rules. Thus, the system needs to be
equipped with suitable algorithms and metadata handling.
On the other hand, having such reasoning functionality using metadata, the integration
process can also be lifted to the semantical level, as described below.
Stronger reasoning mechanisms. When ontologies and ontological descriptions of the
individual sources are available, results from reasoning on the meta-level can be exploited
for controlling the integration process by using not only rules, but also semantics-driven
meta-rules to derive the actual rules for integration on the data level. Then, the system’s task
turns from a pure implementation of an XML data manipulation language that executes a
pre-programmed integration process into a data integration engine that applies semantics-
based algorithms and heuristics for generating and executing data-level integration rules.
On this level, metadata-based algorithms can be applied to search for related concepts
in different data sources, and to identify concept overlappings and disjoint parts which
extend each other. Additionally, instance-based algorithms can be applied for identifying
data overlappings (e.g., in a database about cities in European countries, and a database
about economics in the G7 countries) and to use them for integrating databases, also using
analogy reasoning.
First steps into this direction in the framework of the LoPiX project have been described
in [17]. This work will be continued for the partially materializing approach in the Seman-
tic Web context.
8. Related work and conclusion
As already mentioned in the introduction, pre-XML approaches to object-oriented and
semi-structured data and its integration, e.g., OEM/Tsimmis [7], STRUDEL [5], YATL
[3], and FLORID [15] used graph-based “proprietary” semi-structured data models. With
these, also Datalog style languages have been used for manipulating and integrating semi-
structured data(bases). Data integration architectures in that time consisted of a wrapper
layer for mapping sources into the chosen data format, and of a mediator layer for the in-
tegration task; both virtual (e.g., Tsimmis) and warehouse (e.g., Florid) approaches have
been followed. In most cases, the integration was directly defined by integration rules in
suitable proprietary languages: WSL, MSL, and Lorel in Tsimmis, F-Logic in FLORID,
and StruQL in Strudel.
With the advent of XML, a uniform data model with dedicated languages (XPath, XSLT,
XML-QL, XQuery) and a notion of Schema (DTDs and XML Schema) came up. As a
result, schema-based integration approaches developed, where a mapping between local
and global schemata is given, and the actual implementation of the mapping in one of the
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With the focus moving from integration programs to integration mappings, the distinction
between global as view (GAV), where the integrated database is defined as a view over the
sources, and local as view (LAV) where each source is defined as a view over the integrated
schema, as defined and analyzed in [13] in terms of formal logics, became more explicit.
XML-QL [4] is a query and transformation language based on matching of XML-style
patterns that has been developed based on StruQL and that uses the graph-based STRUDEL
data model. XML data integration in an XML-QL-based environment is described in MIX
[1]. MIX follows a virtual approach where the mediator view that provides an integrated
DTD in a GAV style is implemented in XML-QL upon Tsimmis-based XML wrappers.
XQuery is the upcoming standard XML query language which is now used inside most
XML data integration systems. Here, e.g., the Tukwila [11] project follows the virtual
approach for XML data integration and focuses on evaluation strategies for queries against
remote sources. Based on Tukwila, Piazza [9] extends XQuery with special constructs to
specify mappings between sources that can be used in both directions for transforming
queries. Piazza moves from the “centralized” integration paradigm to a peer-to-peer data
management approach where autonomous, individual mappings are used.
With peer-to-peer data integration, where mappings are still directed, but used in both
directions, also LAV and GAV (and GLAV as their combination) have been further de-
veloped in [14] to provide a logical account of these problems. Another overview of data
integration issues can be found in [8].
Many qualitative problems in data integration are in fact independent from the data
model, e.g., dealing with source limitations, integrity constraints, and with incomplete-
ness and inconsistencies between sources. Here, also logic-based characterizations and
solutions are required that are, e.g., described in [2] (the present volume also contains
various papers on these aspects). According to their characterizations, our approach is
a constraint-free total GAV mapping. In this case, unfolding of the GAV views is suffi-
cient for query answering, which is then polynomial with respect to the size of the source
databases. Although, since in our approach, queries are actually evaluated against (i) the
partially materialized integrated database, and (ii) remaining parts that reside in the origi-
nal sources, even unfolding and mapping of queries to the GAV views is not necessary at
query time (nevertheless, query answering is still polynomial).
The Semantic Web, where information is not only given as data and schema, but also
with ontological metadata means the next step in data integration. Considerations on Se-
mantic Web and XML can, e.g., be found in [29]; several approaches on data integration
in the Semantic Web can be found in the same proceedings. Most of these are based on
certain Semantic Web languages, mostly DAML+OIL or OWL. In contrast, our approach
complements these ideas by providing an underlying data model and data manipulation
approach that can be applied in any strategy and framework that uses a given Semantic
Web formalism; it is also possible to use non-Semantic-Web sources with complementary
semantical information.
In [10], the authors investigate the necessity of choosing a representation for formal
specification and reasoning of Semantic Web issues. After examining first-order logic,
SKIF (which grew out of KIF [Knowledge Interchange Format] [12]), and RDFS [30],
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allows for directly applying lots of existing theoretical results.
Conclusion. By using an edge-labeled graph instead of the node-labeled tree in the XML
data model, and refraining from the “unique-parent” constraint of the DOM and XML
Query Data Model, the restrictions of the DOM and XML Query Data Model can be over-
come. The presented data model is a compatible extension to the DOM and XML Query
Data Model. On the other hand, it supports the presented operations for data integration.
The practicability of XPathLog and LOPiX for integration programs in the style of “explic-
it” classical rule-based programs which are tailored to the given sources has been shown
in [18]. The case-study showed that XPathLog allows for an effective, and elegant pro-
gramming of the integration process. The nature of an XPathLog program as a list of rules
allows for grouping rules which together handle a certain task. The programs are modu-
lar which also allows for adapting them to potential changes in the source structure and
ontology.
By using XLink technology for simulating the XTreeGraph model, the approach is mi-
grated to standard XML technology. The use of XLink also allows for changing it from
a pure warehouse approach to a partially materialized approach where only the structure
of the integrated database is materialized, but the data items are in general represented
by references to the original databases. By this, the approach is enriched with the advan-
tages of the virtual strategy that queries always return the current values that are fetched
on-demand from the underlying sources. The flexibility of declarative pointers makes the
approach also robust against changes in the source databases. Due to the possible integra-
tion of meta-reasoning by using ontologies, the approach is well-suited for data integration
in distributed, intelligent environments as they are expected from the Semantic Web activ-
ities.
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